5th October 1999.

To Br Joseph Camis,

I would like to know that the type of abuse forced onto me can no longer take place to any other victim. Could you please send me any information that you have to ease my mind.

What type of action will take place and what type, if any, of counselling Bernard is undertaking to ensure other people’s safety.

Thank you for all your support and willing cooperation. You can only imagine how much I appreciate it.

Thank you again,
Mairead Mackinnon.
(Mairead McLoughlin)
November 3, 1999

Ms. Mairead MacKennon
c/o Dr. Shane Wall

Dear Mairead,

Thank you for your letter of October 5 in which you expressed concern that other people not experience what you did from Bro. Bernard Hariman. I want you to know that Brother Bernard is no longer in ministry and does not associate with women and/or children. He has no contact with children, and he meets regularly with me as well as with his counselor and a support group.

Brother Bernard went through an extensive therapy program for six months and has continued follow-up sessions in that program, which will last for the next several years. We, too, are very concerned for the safety of others and keep a close watch on Brother Bernard and his actions.

I was glad to hear from Doctor Wall that you are doing well in your counseling and that you are able to enjoy the experience of the First Communion of your daughters. You are in my prayers.

Sincerely,

[Redacted]

Bro. Joseph Kamis, SM
Provincial
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